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To: David_Marwell @ JFK-ARRB.gov @ internetcc: JRTunheim @ aol.com @ internet, Kermith @ 

humanities1.cohums.ohio-state.edu @ internet (bcc: David Marwell/ARRB)From: ANELSON @ american.edu 
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groupsDavid, I'm sure it would be possible to get a resolution for continuation fromthe historical 

organizations. Kermit's piece in the OAH Newsletter attractedsome favorable attention. I will put something in 

the AHA Newsletter in lateSpring. However, before I will suggest such a resolution to the AHA, I wouldlike to 

be certain about the future. As I'm sure you have guessed, I am notvery eager to give up another year unless I 

am convinced that we know exactlywhat we are doing. Jack presented a good draft agenda two meetings ago, 

but I was disappointed iin your fax of Feb. 12. We were too busy to discuss it at our one day meetingso I didn't 

raise the issue. Several items in the draft agenda were left un-answered such as staff information. I also 

needed an explanation about thenumbers on the right side of the page. I also would like some 

informationabout the completion dates which seem to me too generous. In general, I stickto my view that 

another year will be worth something only if we concentratesolely on clearing out more CIA, FBI, NSA and 

military records. So far, I don'tthink I have that assurance. AnnaCould you send this on to Bill and Henry? For 

some unknown reason, my formatwill only allow one line after the cc.
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